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We are all saddened to learn of the passing of Dr. Christopher 
Minas. Chris was a founding fellow of the Academy and was one 
of our first board members, serving from 1995-2001. Dr. Minas 
was a community emergency physician in the New York/New 
Jersey region. After witnessing the abuses occurring in his area 
by the contract management groups, Chris became concerned. 
The Academy was forming at this time, and Chris joined with a 
passion for defending the community physicians against these 
abusive practices. A good and decent man, Dr. Minas was an 

In Memoriam — Christopher J. Minas, MD FAAEM
active and enthusiastic board member who was ardent in his 
support of the practice rights of community physicians. He also 
helped in establishing our PAC fund.
After leaving the board, Chris founded Belmar Medical Offices 
Urgent Care Center in Belmar, NJ.  He is survived by his 
mother, his fiancé Georgiann, two brothers and a sister. Those 
wishing to leave online condolences may do so online at www.
wersonfuneralhome.com. He will be missed by all of us. 
William T. Durkin, Jr., MD MBA FAAEM

Venturing outside the familiar, yet dysfunctional, U.S. health care 
system is an enlightening experience that all U.S. providers should 
consider.  Health care is provided in a myriad of ways throughout the 
world depending on local customs, values and, most importantly, the 
financial commitment of the society.  There exist wide disparities in 
access to health care services both within and between countries.

The objective of this article is to describe an international medical 
experience in rural Honduras and the benefits of this experience to 
U.S. health care providers.

The York Hospital Emergency Department participates in a one 
week, once or twice yearly, medical excursion to the Santa Barbara 
area of Honduras.  Santa Barbara is a very mountainous rural, 
interior region of Honduras.  It is also one of the largest coffee 
growing regions in Honduras.  The medical team consists of 6-10 
physicians, nurses and non-medical persons.  We travel each day to 
a different remote village that has been determined to have medical 
care needs.  We utilize various modes of travel to the villages 
that include four-wheel drive vehicles, horseback and hiking.  The 
village populations are 100-200 people without established medical 
care facilities.  The villagers would not seek medical care at the 
regional hospital unless they were critically ill.  We bring along a 
limited pharmacy consisting of mostly donated medications, that are 
carried in our backpacks or by horseback. Translators assist us with 
interviewing and instructions.  Since most of the villagers are unable 
to read or write, verbal communication is of utmost importance.  
Upon arrival in the village, we set up a medical clinic in a school, 
under a tarp, or under trees on a river bank.  We evaluate all who 
seek medical attention. There is no charting.

We have no availability of diagnostic tests and no IV availability.   
Patient evaluation is limited to history and physical examination.  
Virtually none of the villagers are on chronic medications, and none 
have a significant past medical history.  Treatment is limited to our 
pharmacy and our creativity.  Patients can be sent to the regional 
hospital in Santa Barbara where the ED is literally “an emergency 
room” staffed by a newly graduated physician.  The hospital care 
depends on the financial resources of the patient, and much of the 
bedside care is provided by the family.  There are chronic shortages 
of supplies.  Some patients are sent to the hospital, and we can 
arrange for some patients to get medical care in the U.S.

At first this seemed frightening, utilizing only history and physical 
examination to make a diagnosis.  I am 30 years out of medical 

school and can remember a time when the history and physical 
examination provided the most important, and frequently, the only 
data in making a diagnosis.  I have, of course, become dependent 
on easy access to CT scans, rapid lab testing and the availability of 
a myriad of treatment options.  The week before I left, I reviewed 
my old physical exam textbook.  There was no reference to the 
sensitivity or specificity or predictive values of the various physical 
findings.

After the first morning of seeing patients, I felt liberated. No electronic 
medical record, no laundry list of past medical problems, chronic 
medications, allergies, social problems, ungratefulness of patients 
and families and “defensive” medical practice.  There certainly were 
different treatment options that required getting accustomed to.  The 
febrile neonate did not get the “full work-up,” but was treated with 
antibiotics for the most likely serious infection.  The anginal patient 
did not get a heart catheterization, but was instructed to take one 
aspirin per day and rest immediately if the chest pain returned.  The 
dehydrated patient did not get IV fluids, but was patiently rehydrated 
with oral fluids.  I spent virtually all of my time with the patients.

We did have teamwork.  We discussed the patients and their 
diagnostic and treatment possibilities.   At the end of the day we 
were tired.  Physically tired.  We had a great family style dinner and 
talked and laughed before going to bed.  I slept soundly, despite the 
roosters and heat.  Prior to this, in my real life, I would come home 
exhausted, mentally and emotionally, and often slept poorly.

We went to a different village each day.  We were up at sunrise 
and in bed by sunset. After a week, I felt great.  I was physically 
challenged, experienced a slice of the world that one rarely sees, 
and felt truly appreciated by the patients.

As I enter my 30th year of being a physician, I reflect on the current 
joys and stressors on being an emergency physician in the U.S.  
With each year of practice, I accepted the small intrusions into my 
time with the patient for “the greater good.”  I now reflect back on 
the sum of all these intrusions.  I spend time documenting in front 
of a computer, utilizing incredible diagnostic technology, and trying 
to incorporate evidenced-based medicine into my medical decision 
making on a regular basis.  All of this occurs at the expense of 
spending time with the patient.  It is not exactly what I expected when 
I decided to become a physician many years ago.  My experience in 
rural Honduras is more closely aligned to my expectations.

An International Medical Experience
Marc Pollack, MD PhD FAAEM
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I just returned from the AAEM Scientific 
Assembly in Las Vegas and wanted to 
express how excited I was to meet so many 
enthusiastic AAEM members at this latest 
meeting. The general mood around Caesars 
Palace for the three day conference was full 
of energy and ideas. The educational lecture 
offerings were top-notch. The section and 
committee meetings were productive. One 
can’t forget that Las Vegas also offered up 

tremendous opportunity for nightlife and play at the end of the day.

The Young Physicians Section (YPS) has made tremendous strides 
over the last four years since becoming a new section of AAEM. I 
want to take this time to thank Dr. Michael Epter who did a fantastic 
job in his year as YPS president and also thank each member of 
last year’s YPS board of directors for their service. They have laid 
an excellent foundation that we can work and build upon for the 
coming year. 

Our new 2010–2011 YPS board of directors had their first meeting 
in Las Vegas. We discussed different strategies and plans to 
create more member benefits.  I feel that our incoming board has 
tremendous experience and good insights as to how we can best 
serve the young physician members of AAEM to the fullest. The 
board comes from a variety of backgrounds, a balance of regions 
around the country, and represents both community and academic 
practice. This diversity will be one of our strengths. I look forward to 
working with the board throughout the year.

In addition to our board meeting, YPS also hosted our second annual 
YPS lecture entitled “Career Building – Where Do I Go from Here?” 
featuring Barbara Katz. It was a well-attended and well-received 
lecture and discussion. Later that night, the AAEM Resident & 
Student Association (AAEM/RSA) and YPS hosted their annual 
joint social gathering at Shadow Bar in Caesars Palace. This event 
was a perfect opportunity for networking and socializing with young 
emergency physicians from around the country. This continues to be 
one of my favorite events at each Scientific Assembly.

As a review, YPS serves as a linkage between the young physician 
members and the greater Academy. We want to foster this connection 
of members as they transition from resident members of AAEM/RSA 

and into their first 4-5 years of post-graduate clinical practice. We 
have developed a number of benefits that can assist our members 
including CV and cover letter review services, a mentoring service, 
as well as the YPS edition of the Rules of the Road for Young 
Emergency Physicians publication. We have also done a great deal 
to update our website www.ypsaaem.org during the last year. We 
also have a Facebook fan page that was created within the last 
few months, and we encourage all YPS members to join this fan 
page (see the Facebook link on our home page) and receive timely 
updates and news from YPS through this online platform. 

If you are a YPS member who would like your CV and cover letter 
reviewed, you can go to the link on our website to submit your files. 
We provide a review service for free to YPS members. If you are a 
resident (AAEM/RSA) member of AAEM, you can receive the same 
review services at the cost of $25. This will be considered a deposit 
to fulfill your first year YPS dues upon graduation. This makes the 
service essentially free to residents in their last year of training.

A few months ago, we conducted a survey of YPS members to get 
feedback and determine how we may serve you best. We appreciate 
all members who provided responses to the survey. The feedback 
and information provided through this survey will help guide the 
YPS board to provide desired benefits and encourage growth of our 
membership.

My goal as YPS president during this coming year is to have 
more frequent communication with our members to let you know 
what YPS is doing, as well as to encourage more feedback from 
our members. This will make us a more interactive and responsive 
section of AAEM. Stay tuned for future YPS articles in Common 
Sense from our YPS board. I also encourage any YPS member who 
would like to write an article for Common Sense to submit one to 
info@ypsaaem.org. 

Finally, YPS plans to create a number of YPS committees this year 
including 1) membership, 2) governmental affairs/advocacy, 3) 
editorial/communications, and 4) education. I would encourage you 
to contact us at info@ypsaaem.org if you are interested in becoming 
actively involved on a committee. 

If you have any suggestions as to how YPS can better serve you, 
please let us know.

What Can YPS do for You? Musings from Vegas
Brian Potts, MD MBA FAAEM
YPS President

After my experience in Honduras, I returned to the busy high-
tech emergency department with a tiny twinkle in my eye, 
remembering the real joys of medicine.  When I can, I spend that 
extra moment talking to the patients and families about things 
that are “off the computer template.”
Before I left for my international experience, I thought I was being 
the altruistic American doctor and would be helping the poor of 

Honduras.  That did happen, but what I really returned with 
was a re-framing of my place in the global house of medicine.  
After we turn off all the computers and scanners, it is about the 
communication that occurs between you and the patient.  That is 
what the patient really wants.  If you wonder about what you are 
doing at work, consider an international experience.  You might 
return with a sparkle in your eye and a skip in your step.

An International Medical Experience - continued from page 6  


